
Welcome & Intro: A Hidden Christmas 

 

What might be hidden within the Christmas story that God wants 

to reveal to you this year? Maybe it’s not something new to you 

but it might become newly meaningful or important for you in a 

new way this season. 

One of the things that may have been “hidden” for you that might 

be revealed in a new way is the meaning and value of doing an 

Advent Devotional. 

What Are Advent Devotionals? 

Christians throughout history have embraced the time leading up 

to Christmas, 

• the season of Advent (or “arrival”), 

• as a season of “spiritual preparation.” 

Using short readings and Bible passages during the lighting of candles around the Advent wreath,  

• this brief but sacred time invites us to slow down from all our busyness, 

• to pause, and remember the reason for the season. 

o That, in Jesus, the God willingly became human, became one of us, 

o in order to reveal himself to the world 

o as a God of mercy, a God of grace, and a God of love, 

o and to bring peace, salvation, and healing to the everyone, 

o so that we can become one with him. 

One of the beautiful things about Advent Devotions is that it gives us the opportunity to include both 

young and old in our worship – whether at church or at home. 

Sometimes, families who do the Advent devotion together follow the structure of a question-and-

answer format, with one of the kids asking a question and a parent answering the questions and 

reading a Scripture. For example, the child may ask, “Why do we light the first candle on the Advent 

wreath?” And the adult may answer, “This candle reminds us of the promise that a Messiah would 

come, bringing peace and love to the world.” And then they would read a scripture for that week’s 

theme. There are actually lots of great Advent devotionals you can get that make this an easy practice 

for individuals and for families. 

While not overly complicated, there are several parts to the Advent Devotion that, when understood, 

can make it a uniquely special time for us in our church and in our families at Christmas time. Each 

week we will be sharing a little bit about the history and the symbolism of the Advent Devotion, so 

that, if you wish, you can consider adding the celebration of Advent to your own family Christmas 

tradition. 


